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The Baer Condition for Group Algebras 
ELIYAHU RIPS AND ANER SHAL.EV 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1986 Zel’manov proved the remarkable result that every n-Engel Lie 
algbra of characteristic 0 is nilpotent [Ze]. However, the situation is quite 
different in positive characteristic. Constructions of soluble n-Engel Lie 
algebras which are not nilpotent were given long ago by P. M. Cohn [Co]. 
Moreover, in 1971 Razmyslov published an example of a (p - 2)-Engel 
locally nilpotent Lie algebra of characteristic p B 5, which is not soluble 
ERaI. 
For a long time it was not known whether every iz-Engel Lie algebra of 
characteristic p > 0 is locally nilpotent, as states the celebrated theorem of 
Kostrikin [Kol, Ko2] in the case n < p (see also [Br] for rz= p+ 1). 
Recently it was announced that this has been settled in the affirmative by 
Zel’manov, in his solution to the restricted Burnside problem. However, 
it seems natural to ask what stronger assumptions on a non-linitely- 
generated Lie algebra of positive characteristic would imply nilpotency. 
For several reasons it seems reasonable to consider first the case of 
modular group algebras. The progress which has been made in the theory 
of group rings in the early seventies (see [P3] as a general reference) 
enables one to translate many ring-theoretical properties to group- 
theoretical ones. More specifically, Passman’s characterization of PI group 
algebras KG of positive characteristic [Pl, P2] and the work of Passman, 
Passi. and Sehgal [PPS] on some Lie properties of KG advance us to a 
fairly good starting point. 
The choice of modular group algebras is irredundant. in the sense that 
n-Engel modular group algebras need not be Lie-nilpotent, or even Lie- 
soluble (we use these terms whenever we deal with the Lie structure of 
an associative ring). This is shown in Example I .3 (based on [PPS, Se]). 
which is considerably simpler than Razmyslov’s construction. However, in 
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our example we cannot obtain IZ < p. In fact, a (p -- 1)-Engel group algebra 
of characteristic p is easily seen to be commutative (this is reminiscent of 
the fact that every iz-Engel group algebra of characteristic 0 is com- 
mutative, as shown in [Se, Chap. V: Sect. 61). Moreover, we prove that, 
for group algebras of characteristic p, (2p-2)-Engel implies Lie- 
nilpotency. The proof of these facts, including some additional observa- 
tions, may be found in Section 1. 
In looking for appropriate substitutes for the Engel condition, the 
bounded Baer condition seems a natural candidate. A Lie algebra is Baer- 
bounded (BB for short), if all its one-dimensional sub-algebras are sub- 
normal of bounded index. An equivalent (and more detailed) definition is 
given below. 
Most of this paper (i.e., Sections 2 and 3) is devoted to the study of Baer 
properties of modular group algebras. 
Our main result is: 
THEOREM A. Ever], BB group algebra qf characteristic p > 2 is Lie- 
nilpotent. 
The case p = 2 is more complicated: there exists a BB group algebra KG 
of characteristic 2 which is not Lie-nilpotent, as shown in Example 3.1. 
However, it is possible to prove the following result: 
THEOREM B. Ever), BB group algebra OJ characteristic 2 is Lie-soluble. 
In fact, we show that a group algebra of characteristic 2 .is BB iff it is 
n-Engel (for some nj and Lie-soluble. These results, combined with the 
characterizations given in [PPS, Se], provide a complete group-theoretical 
characterization of the groups G for which KG is BB (where K is any field j. 
It should be noted here that Theorems A and B cannot be extended, 
even for Lie algebras arising from associative rings. Indeed, in Section 4 we 
construct an example of an associative algebra R of arbitrary positive 
characteristic (obtained as a subring of a certain group algebra), which is 
BB (as a Lie algebra) but not Lie-soluble. Passing to groups of units, we 
obtain a non-soluble p-group of finite exponent, which is a union of normal 
nilpotent subgroups of bounded nilpotency class. This leads to a construc- 
tion of an n-Engel locally nilpotent group, which is not a Baer group. thus 
providing an answer to a question of Plotkin [PI]. 
Notation is standard and basically follows [Pa]. Ring commutators 
(and Lie operations in general) are denoted by [ , ] while group com- 
mutators are denoted by ( , ). We set [.~i, . . . . x,] = [[x,, . . . . x,,_~], x,,] and 
[~,~x] = [ [J,,,-~ ,x], x]. We say that a Lie ring R is n-Engel if it satisfies 
the identity [J>,,,x] = 0. We use the terms Lie-soluble/Lie-nilpotent (instead 
of soluble/nilpotent j when referring to the Lie structure of associative rings. 
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Civen an element x of a Lie ring R, define an n-stable series for ad(s) 
as a decreasing sequence of Lie subrings R = R, 3 R, 2 . .. 2 R,, = 0, 
satisfying: 
(i) [IRi+l, Ri] c Ri+ I (i.e., Rim, 1 is a Lie ideal in R,); 
(ii) [I-Y, Ri] E Ri+ I (i.e., ad(x) acts trivially on R,iRi+ I). 
We say that .Y is n-Baer if ad(x) has an n-stable series, and that R is Baer 
if every element of R is ?I-Baer for some n. If this IZ is independent of s, we 
say that R is n-Baer. Obviously, n-Baer implies II-Engel. If R is n-Baer for 
some 17, we say that R is Baer-bounded (BB). Further notation will be 
introduced when required. 
1. YI-ENGEL GROUP ALGEBRAS 
Let y >O be a fixed prime, and let K be a field of characteristic p 
-4 group G is called p-abelian if its commutator subgroup G’ is a finite 
P-group. Note that a p-abelian group is soluble. The X-subgroup of G, 
denoted here by K(G), consists of all the elements g E G having a finite 
number of conjugates in G. 
The following fundamental theorem of Passman [Pl, P2], characterizing 
modular group algebras satisfyin g a polynomial identity, serves as a 
powerful tool in what follows. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Passman, 1972). Suppose KG satkfies a polynomial 
identity qf degree d, and let F= FC(G). Therl 
(a) (G:F)Gd/2 and IF’\ <a. 
(b) G possesses a p-abelian subgroup H of -finite index, such that 
(G: H) / H’( is bounded aboce by a fixedj’unction of d. 
The following results, proved in [PPS] (see [Se, Chap. V, Sect. 61 for 
part (d I), throw light on the Lie structure of modular group algebras. They 
rely heavily on 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Passi, Passman, and Sehgal, 1973). 
(a) KG is Lie-nilpotent $f G is p-abelicm and nilpotent. 
(b) Suppose p # 2. Then KG is Lie-soluble ifs G is p-abelian. 
(c) Suppose p = 2. Then KG is Lie-soluble ijjf G possesses a 2-abeiian 
subgroup of index at most 2. 
(d) h/G is n-Engel (for sowe n ) ifj’ G is a ni/porent group possessing 
u p-ubelian subgroup of finite index, and G/Z(G) is a p-group of fkire 
exporzerzt. 
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Remark. Suppose KG is Lie-nilpotent, and let t = tf-(Gj be its Lie- 
nilpotency index (it does not depend on K, as long as char(K) = y). Then 
it may be easily verified that t d (G’I + 1. This will be used in the sequel. See 
[Sh] for more elaborate estimates. 
Comparing parts (a) and (d) of Theorem 1.2 shows that the Engel condi- 
tion does not imply Lie-nilpotency in modular group algebras. Perhaps the 
simplest example is: 
EXAMPLE 1.3. An ut-Engel group algebra which is not Lie-nilpotent. 
Let G=(C,XC,)“~~C,=(~,,_T~:~<O)XI(X), where a-T=a,z, and 
57 = zi. Since G is a group of class 2 and exponent p (or 4, when p = 2), 
having an abelian subgroup of index p, it follows that KG is n-Engel for 
some 11. However, G is not p-abelian, since G’ = (z,:i< m) is inlinite. 
Therefore KG is not Lie-nilpotent (and even not Lie-soluble, when p # 2). 
We now take a closer look at It-Engel group algebras. It is well known 
that, for a soluble group G, if G/Z(G) is a p-group of finite exponent, then 
so is G’ (see, for example, [Se, Chap. I, Corollary 4.31). Thus, if KG is 
n-Engel and F= FC(G), then F’, as a finite subgroup of G’, is necessarily 
a finite p-group. Note that in these circumstances, KG is Lie-nilpotent iff G 
is p-abelian, which is equivalent to G = FC(G). We conclude that: 
COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose KG is n-Engel and let F = FC(G). Then 
(a) F is p-abelian, and (G: F) is a power qf p. 
(b) KG is Lie-nilpotent ifJ’F= G. 
We now collect some remarks on modular group algebras satisfying the 
n-Engel condition with small II. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Suppose KG is n-Engel. 
(a) rf n < p then G’ = 1, so that KG is commutative. 
(b) If n = p then IG’J <p; consequently KG is Lie-nilpotent of index 
p + 1 at most (the converse is trivial j. 
(c) If n ,< 2p - 2 then G’ is finite; consequent!v KG is Lie-nilpotent. 
(d) [f p = 2 and n d 6, then KG is Lie-soluble. 
ProoJ (a) Without loss of generality we may assume n = p - 1. 
Observe that 
(j= [J’,p--Lx]= c xPml-$xi for all x, J'E KG. 
O<r<p 
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Taking X, )’ in G we get (on the right-hand side j a sum of y group elema-G 
which vanishes only if all its summands are equal. This immediately implies 
.VJ = J’X. 
(b) Since [J>, sp]= [J%,,x] =0 we conclude that x~~Z(KG) for 
every .Y E KG. In particular (X + IJ*)~ E ZjKG j for all X, J’ E G and i E K. But 
(x + %y)P = c %‘Mi(X, J), O<i<p 
where nfj(.y, J) is the sum of all products of i 3”s and p-i X’S. It follows 
that each Mj(.y, y) can be written as a linear combination (over Fp) of the 
central elements (X + 2~)“. and hence is itself central. In particular 
It follows that the set S = 1.~” ~ ’ Pi +rxi :0 < i < p 1 is normal in G, so it must 
form a conjugacy class (since all its elements are conjugate). Therefore 
s”-‘j~ has p conjugates at most. But every element ge G can be written in 
this form. Thus, for every conjugacy class Cc G we have ICI d p, and, in 
fact \C( E (1, p), since G/Z(G) is a p-group. It is well known that this 
implies /G’/ E { 1, p ), so that G is p-abelian and nilpotent. This allows us to 
conclude that KG is Lie-nilpotent (by 1.2(a)). Moreover, the remark 
following 1.2 shows that the Lie-nilpotency index of KG is p + 1 at most. 
(c) Suppose KG is (2y-2)-Engel. Then it satisfies a polynomial 
identity of degree d= 2p - 1. By Passman’s theorem (1.1(a)), (G :F) d 
d/2 < p, where F= FC(G). But, according to 1.4(a), (G:F) is a power of p. 
Therefore (G:F) = 1 so that G = F. Applying 1.4 again we conclude that IG’ 
is finite and KG is Lie-nilpotent. 
(d) As in (c) we obtain (G:Fj ~4, so that (G:F) 6 2. Since F is 
2-abelian it follows (by 1.2(c)) that KG is Lie-soluble. m 
Rernatk It should be noted that, although n-Engel group algebras need 
not be Lie-nilpotent, they turn out to be residually Lie-nilpotent. This may 
be verified directly, using the characterization of residually Lie-nilpotent 
group rings, given by Passi in [Pa, Chap. VI, Theorem 2.283. It would be 
interesting to construct an n-Engel Lie algebra which is not residually 
nilpotent (if such exists). 
2. H-BAER GROUP ALGEBRAS OF ODD CHARACTERISTIC 
Let K be a field of characteristic p > 2. 
In this section we prove Theorem A, on the Lie-nilpotency of BB group 
algebras KG. Suppose KG is n-Baer. Then it is also rl-Engel so that 
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Corollary 1.4 may be applied. Thus the FC-subgroup of G, denoted by F, 
is p-abelian, and G/F is a finite p-group. In order to prove Theorem A we 
have to show that F= G. We start with some reductions which will lead us 
to the case F’ = 1 and (G: F) 6 p. 
First we need: 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Let N Q G, and suppose N n G’ is finite. Then 
FC( G/N) = FC( G)/N. 
(b) Let H < G, and suppose (G : Hj is ji’nite. Then FC( H) = 
FC(G)n H. 
ProoJ: (a) Set G = G/N and let .U E G. Then I; E C,(X) iff (x, y) E N iff 
(x, y) E Nn G’ iff xY E x(N n G’). This shows that (G:C,(,?)) < 
(G:C,(xj). INnG’I, so that the left-hand side is finite iff the right-hand 
side is finite. 
(bj Trivial. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. In order to prove theorem A we majl assume 
(a) F’= 1, 
(b) (G:F)<p. 
ProoJ (a) Since F’ is finite, we obtain by 2.1(a), FC(G/F’)= F/F’, 
which is abelian. Clearly, KG is BB implies K[G/F’] is BB, so that 
Theorem A for the case F’= 1 yields G/F’= FC(G/F’), which amounts to 
F= G, as required. 
(b j If F # G, pick an element x E G\,F with xp E F. and consider 
H= (x, F). Then, by 2.1(b), FC(H)= F, so that (H:FC(H))=p. This 
contradicts Theorem A for the case (G:F) d p, since KH is also BB. 1 
Now suppose, by contradiction, that F# G. Then sp is central in G, 
because it commutes with x and with F. Set N= (x”). Since G’ is a 
p-group and N is cyclic, N n G’ is clearly finite. Applying 2.1(a) we 
conclude that FC(G/N) = F/‘N. Thus we may assume N = 1. This means 
that G is a semi-direct product of F and (x), where (x) 2 C,. 
Consider KG as a right module over KF. Then KG = oos ic p xi. KF. 
Note that x acts by conjugation on the commutative ring KF, and, 
for a, b E KF, [#a, xjb] = x’+j(a-“b- ab”‘). Thus KG may be viewed 
as a Z,-graded Lie algebra. It follows from this graded structure 
that [x’KF,,_~x, .x’KF] s.r2KF. so that, for a certain function 
f: KF x KF -+ KF, we have 
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This K-bilinear operation just defined on KF will be our main tool in the 
rest of the proof. Note thatf is in fact Z(KG)-bilinear. The relevancy of the 
function f for our purpose lies in the following observation: 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose { R,}yEo is a strrhle series ,for ad(x). Tllerz .?a, 
x’b E Ri 3 sff(a, b) E Ri, I, for all a, b E KF and 0 6 i < II. 
Proqf xy(a> bj = [x’a~,-zs,x’b] E [Ri,p-z.x, Rj] E [Ritl, Ri] c 
Ri+ i (recall that p > 2). 1 
The following explicit expression for f will be of considerable help in 
what follows. Define a function z: KF -+ Z(KG) E KF by 
z(a) = 1 a.” (ac KF). 
O<i<P 
LEMMA 2.4. f(a. b)= 2z(aj b,for all a, btz KF. 
Proqf: Since [.uza,p _ ?x] E KF we obviously have 
[sza,p -zs, x’b] = [.xZa,F _ 2x, x2] b = x2 . [a. p.m ?x, s’] b. 
It remains to be shown that [a, p -zx, x’] = 2z(u). Indeed 0 = [a, 1] = 
[a, x”] = [a,,x] so that [a.p- ,x] commutes with s. Therefore, by the 
Leibnitz rule, 
[a,,-zx-,x’]=[a,,_,x].\-+x[a,.~,x]=2x[a., ..,. u] 
=2x c eyP-1-iavyy’=2.yp c a”’ = 24 a). 
o<z<p O<i<P 
Combining 2.4 with the fact that .f is Z(KG)-bilinear, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 2.5. f is an associative operation. 
Proof: f(f(a, b), c) = f(2zia) b, cj = 2:(a)f(b, cj = f(a,.f(b> cfj 
i =42(a) z(b) c). 1 
We now describe the implication of the Baer property of KG on the 
associative ring (without a unit) (KF, f) (with usual addition). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. (a) KF is soluble n?th respect to the operation ./I IIT 
.fact, if x is n-Baer, then the derived length of (KF, f ) is at most 12. 
(b) Consequently,, (KF, f) is a nilpotent ring. 112 fact, if x is n-Eaer, 
then (KF)‘” = 0. 
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Proof Part (b) follows from (a) by the associativity of J so we only 
have to prove (a). Let R be an n-stable series for ad(x). Denote by {Oil 
the derived series of KF with respect to & namely, 
D,=KF: Di+ l= f(Di, D;j. 
Applying Lemma 2.3, we see (by induction on i) that 
x”‘Dic Ri for all Odi<n. 
from which the result follows at once. 1 
Note that the product of the elements a,, . . . . a,,, in the ring (KF:f) is 
2”‘%(aJ ...z(am_mJ ) a,,,. This shows that, if I= z(KF) KF, regarded as an 
ideal of KF with respect to ordinary multiplication, then the m th power of 
(KF,f) is exactly I”- ‘. Applying 2.6(b) we obtain: 
COROLLARY 2.7. I = z( KF) KF is a nilpotent ideal. Znfact, if x is n-Baer, 
then I 2” - ’ = 0. 
On the other hand, we shall now prove that I is not nilpotent. This will 
lead us to the desired contradiction, completing the proof of the theorem. 
We use a slightly generalized formulation, which will be applicable in 
Section 3 as well. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let G be a group \cith an infinite abelian FC-subgroup 
F, arid suppose (G:F) < aso. Let 1 =.7cI, x2, . . . . _ Y be a set of representatioes I 
for G/F. If K is any field, therz G acts on KF bv conjugation. Define 
j-. KF+ Z(KGj( sKF) by z(a) =a.” + . . . +a”‘, and let I=;(KF) KFbe the -. 
ideal of KF generated b}, the image of z. Then I is not nilpotent. 
ProoJ: We construct, by induction, a sequence (a,:i < CJ > of elements 
of F with the following property: 
The set IV,, zf 
i 
fl 07: 1 ,< nz,, . . . . in,, - , ,< 1 
O<i<lZ I 
contains exactly I” elements. (1) 
This means that the products appearing in the definition of W,, are all 
distinct, from which it immediately follows that z(a,) z(al) . ..~(a.,- I) = 
C,, rV,z g # 0. Since this holds for any 11 -C o, we conclude that I is not 
nilpotent. 
Suppose we have already defined a,, . . . . a,, 1 so that (1) holds. We are 
going to define a,,. Put 
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Then T,, is a finite set. Note that IV,, is a normal set in G. Hence T, is also 
normal. In order to choose a, = a without violating (I), we have to make 
sure that, for any 1 < i < j 6 I, B’,Q”~ n B,,&J = a. This is equivalent to 
(a”~))~ a”~$ T,, which is, in turn, equivalent to (u, SIX:‘) = U.-I .cI’~-‘~ $ T,, 
(by the normality of T,). But (a, .Y~x;-‘) = (a, Jo), for some 2 <h- < i 
(satisfying x.~?c;’ ExJ). Thus it is sufficient to require that 
iu, -d $ L for all 2 6 k d 1. ( ? i --I 
Now, since F is normal abelian, it readily follows that the map 
~~1 F+ (F, xk) defined by (~~(0) = (a, .Y~) is an epimorphism (see [P3. 
Chap. V, Lemma 2.121). Its kernel is C,(X,). Moreover, if 26k<i, 
then -yx- $F, so that (F:CF(~-I,)) = #x. Let S, be a finite set with 
‘pk(S,) = T, A (F, sli). Consider the union U= Uzsr-sr SkCI(-xk). It is well 
known that a group cannot be covered by a finite number of cosets of sub- 
groups of infinite index (see [N, 4.41 for the general case; here F is abelian, 
so we really need less). Therefore Us F. Pick an element u E F’,. li. Then, 
for any 2 d k < I, a $ SkCF(~xk) = Sk Ker(cp,) = cp;‘( T,,). so that (a, .u~) = 
cpJa) $ T,,, and requirement (2) is fulfilled. 1 
This completes the proof of Theorem A, showing that, for group algebras 
of odd characteristic, BB is equivalent to Lie-nilpotency, As a corollary we 
obtain the following characterization: 
THEOREM A’. Suppose char(K) = p > 2, and let G be a group. Then KG 
is BB $f G is p-abelian and nilpotent. 
In fact, a careful examination of the arguments used shows that we have 
actually proved a little more, namely: if KG is a Baer group algebra of odd 
characteristic satisfying a polynomial identity, then KG is Lie-nilpotent 
(and, in particular Baer-bounded). 
Finally, it is noteworthy that the proof can be modified to yield a quan- 
titative version, namely: there exists a function h: CO + CO such that, if KG is 
n-Baer, then IG’j </z(n) (so that the class of G is also bounded). Applying 
the remark following Theorem 1.2, we deduce that the Lie-nilpotency index 
of K% is /r(fr j + 1 at most. 
3. II-BAER GROUP ALGEBRAS OF CHARACTERISTIC 2
We begin with an example. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. A 3-Baer group algebra which is not Lie-nilpotent. 
Let KG be as in Example 1.3, with p = 2 (i.e., G z CY~UC~). We have 
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already verified that KG is not Lie-nilpotent. Nevertheless, we will show 
that it is 3-Baer. 
Note that F= E%(G) is (infinite) elementary abelian of index 2. Hence, 
picking any XE G\F (of order 2, say), we may write KG = KF@xKF. 
Here KG may be viewed as a Z,-graded Lie algebra. Define z: KF+ KF as 
in 2.8, namely z(n) = a + a”, and put C = z(KF). Let Cc Z(KG) be the 
(associative) subring generated by C, and let I= C. KF be the ideal 
generated by C in KF. 
The following identities may be easily verified: 
(i) [xKF, KF] = [KG, KF] = xl, 
(ii j [.uKF. xKF] = C, 
(iii j [xKF, KG] = [KG, KG] = C + xl, 
(iv) [a, KG] = [a, sKF] =x .i(a) KF for any a E KF, 
(v j [sb, KG] c C + xbC for any b E KF. 
Now, given an element J’ = a + sb in KG (where a, b E KF), consider the 
Lie sub-algebras 
R,=z(a)(~+xKF)+(C+xbC) 
R, = r(a)(C + xbc). 
Further, set R, = KG. R, = 0. We claim that, for 0 < i< 2, Ri, 1 is a Lie 
ideal in Ri. Indeed, 





[R,, R,]=z(a)‘.[t?+xbC, C+,YKF]+~(Q)[~++~C, C+xbC]=O 
since z(a)’ = 0, and C + .xbc is commutative. 
Finally, we assert that [ ~1, R,] _c Ri+ r (0 < id 2). In fact, we will now 
verify that both ad(a) and ad(xb) act trivially on R,/R,+, . 
Ca, KGI, 1I-xb, KG1 _c R,, by (iv) and (v j 
[a, R,] = [a, x(z(a) KF+ be)] = [a, x](z(a) KF+ bC) 
= xi(a)(z(a) KF+ bC) = z(a) bc c R2 
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[xb, R,] = [xb, z(aj(C+ XKF)] = z(a)[xb, XKF] 
~z(aj[xb, KG] c_z(a)(C+sbC) c R, 
[a, R:] = z(a)[a, c + XbC] 
=~(a)[a,x]b~=~(aj”~s~bT=O 
[xb, RJ = z(aj[xb, c + xbc] = 0. 
Therefore ad(l,) possesses a 3-stable series, for every )’ in KG. This means 
that KG is 3-Baer. 
Since 3-Baer implies 3-Engel, we have here an example of a non-Lie- 
nilpotent 3-Engel group algebra of characteristic 2, showing that, for p = 2, 
Proposition 1.5(b), (c) (on the Lie-nilpotency of 2-Engel group algebrasj 
cannot be improved. 
Note that, by Theorem 1.2(c), KG is Lie-soluble. Indeed. a direct com- 
putation, based on formulas (iij and (iii), shows that the derived length of 
KG is 3. As we shall see, this is not a coincidence. A classical result of 
Higgins [Hi] shows that, in characteristic 0, n-Engel implies nilpotency for 
soluble Lie algebras. Although Higgins’ theorem fails to hold in positive 
characteristic ( <n), one may still derive the following property: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L be a soluble Lie algebra of arbitrary charncteristic. 
Suppose L is n-Engel. Then it is m-her for some m. IH jiuct, if the derirrd 
length of L is d, then L is dn-Baer. 
Proof Let (bi)fz’=, be the derived series of L. Then any vector space 1;’ 
lying between di and 6 ;+ 1 is an ideal in b,. Fix .Y E L, and set ~5~ , .= 
hitl+ [c?~,~x] (O<i<d, O<j<n). Note that 6,,,,=bi+i,0=6J+l as i is 
n-Engel. In particular S,- i.,? = 0. Define { Rk} by R,,,,: = ai., (0 6 i < d, 
0 <j< n). Then (Rk) is a dn-stable series for ad(s). 1 
Note that the BB property of KG in Example 3.1 now follows 
immediately from 1.2 and 3.2 (with worse bounds). As the following 
theorem shows, this is the situation in general. 
THEOREM B. Let KG be CI BB group algebru of characteristic 2. Then 
KG is Lie-soluble. 
The proof follows the basic lines of the proof of Theorem A, with several 
complications which make it somewhat less pleasant. As before, suppose 
KG is n-Baer and let F= FC(Gj. Then F is 2-abelian, and G.iF is a linite 2- 
group (since KG is n-Engel). We have to show that (G:F) d 2 (which is 
equivalent, by 1.2(c), to the Lie-solubility of KG). Dividing by F’, we may 
assume that F is abelian. Suppose, by contradiction, that (G : F) ;> 2. 
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Replacing G with a subgroup Hb F, satisfying (H:F) = 4, we may assume 
(G: F) = 4 (see 2.1, 2.2 for details). Two cases should be considered 
separately: 
Case I. G/FE C,. Let -2 be a generator of G/F. Then x4 is central and 
its intersection with G’ is finite. Therefore (by 2.1(a)) we may assume 
x4= 1. Consider KG= @OG1<l x’KF as a Z,-graded Lie algebra. Define a 
bilinear operation .f: KF x FK --f KF by 
[x, X3& x36] = x3f(a, b) 
As in 2.3 we have: 
(a, b E KF). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let { R,j:‘=, be a stable series for ad(x). Then x3a, x36 E 
Ri*x3.f(a, b)ERi+l, for all a, bEKF and O<i<n. 
x x3a, 
Tzzre ‘--’ _ 
x3b] = [x, x3a, x3] . b = [a + a-‘, x3] b = x3 . (a” + aX3) . b. 
f(a, b) = w(a) b, where w(a) = a-’ + a”j. 
Note that w(a) need not be central in KG. Nevertheless, it clearly satisfies 
w’(a)” = w(af. Therefore, if IZ’ belongs to the subring generated by II’( 
then, for a, b E KF 
f(wa, b) = ((~a)” + (wa j”‘) b = IV’ (a-’ + k) b = IV’ .f (a, b). 
Obviously, we also have 
We conclude that, for”? 
a, wb) = w(a) wb = it’ ..f( a, b j. 
l,...,ak+l,bl,...~b,.l inKF, 
f(w(a,) . . . w(ak) ak+, , w(b, j . . . w(b,,,) b,, 1) 
= (w(al) ... w(a,)j”.w(b,) .‘.w(b,)f(a,+,, b,,,+ 1) 
=~‘(u;)...n,(a~)~‘(a,,,))2.(b~)...,v(b,,)b,+~. 
Let J = wj KF) KF, regarded as an ideal in KF. Since f (Jk, Fn) is linearly 
closed, the last calculation shows that 
.f(J”, J”) = Jkcm+‘. (3) 
We can now prove: 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose x is n-Baer, and let J= w(KF) KF. Then J2”-’ = 0. 
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Proqf Let (Ri} be an rz-stable series for ad(s). It is sufficient to show 
that, for 0 d i < n, 
x3 .J2’- ’ c Ri. (41 
The case i = 0 is clear. Now, assuming (4), we get (using (3 ) and 3.3) 
,$, J?j+‘- 1 = X3 .f(J-, J”--! )cR. 1+1 
so the claim follows by induction. 1 
On the other hand, J clearly contains the ideal I= z(KFi KF. 
where z(a) = a + a.V + ax’ + Al”’ (for z(a) = \~(a) + ~(a-~)). But, according to 
Proposition 2.8, I is not nilpotent. This contradicts the nilpotency of J and 
completes the proof in this case 
Cuse II. GIFz C2 x Cl. Then KG= KF@sKF@yKFOxyKF is a 
Z, 0 Z,-graded Lie algebra, where G,/F= (X, J). Let N be the normal sub- 
group of G, generated by x3, ,I” and (x, ~9). Since .Y’, J”, and (x, 1,) belong 
to F= FC(G), N is finitely generated. Furthermore, N is commutative (as 
a subgroup of F), so that all its subgroups are also finitely generated. 
Therefore Nn G’ is a finitely generated abelian 2-group (recall that G’ is a 
2-group), so it must be finite. Applying 2.1 (a), we may assume N= 1. 
which amounts to ,Y’ = $ = (x, J>) = 1. Therefore G is a semi-direct product 
of F and (x, JI ) ( r C2 x C2). 
The proof in this case is more complicated, because working with one 
binary operation on KF does not seem to be enough. We introduce two 
functions f: KF x I@ -+ KF, and g: KF x KF x KF x KF ---, KF, defined as 
[x, xa, yb] = ~:f(.a, b i (a, 6~ KF) 
[x, xn, yb, yc, xd] = sg(.a, b, c, d) (a, b, c, CJE KF). 
As usual, f and g are multilinear over Z( KG j. 
The following result follows immediately from our definitions: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let {R,jy=, be a stable series for ad(s). Then, ,for 0 < i < II 
and a, b, c, d in KF we katle 
(a) .ua,ybE R,ayf(a, b)ERj+!, 
(.b) xa,~b,?‘~,.~dER~=>xg(a, b, c,d)~ Ri+l. 
In order to find explicit expressions for S and g, let z: KF+ Z(KG) be 
defined as in 2.8, namely: 
z(a) = a + aT + cI i + &J for CIE KF, 
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LEMMA 3.6. (a) f(a, bj = z(a) b, 
(b) g(a, 6, c, d) = z(a) z(b”c) d. 
Proof (a) As [x, xa] E KF we have [x, xa,~~b] = [x, .w,y] b. But 
[x, xa, I>] = [a + a”, J>] = yz(a), and the result follows. 
(b) BY part (a) 
[x, xa, yb, yc] = [yz(u) 6, J’C] = z(u)[yb, yc] = z(u)(b”c + bc“). 
Thus 
[x, xa, yb, J’C, xd] = [z(u)(bl’c + be”), xd 
=.~.~(a) z(b?‘c) d. 1 
] = z(u)[b?‘c + bc?‘, x .I d 
LEMMA 3.7. Put I=z(KF) KF. Then, 
(a) j(Z”, In’) = Ik+ni+ *, 
(b) g(Ik, I”‘, I”, rl’) = 12” + 2m + 2. 
ProoJ: Let a,, . . . . uk+, , b,, . . . . b,,, +, E KF. Then, 
f(z(Qlj-duk) ak+l, &)-4b,,) L+A 
=z(ul)...I(Uk)Z(bl)...Z(b,,,)f(uk+I, ktl) 
=r(~~)~~~z(u~)z(a,+,)z(b,j..~z(b,,)b,+~, 
which clearly yields (a) (since ,f(lk, Z”‘) is linearly closed). Similarly, given 
uiT bi, ci, di in KF, 
= fi ~(a,) fi z(bj) fi z(c,) fi z(d,)f(ux.+,,b,,+,,c,,,+,,cl,+,) 
This product clearly lies in 12kc2n’+2. On the other hand, choosing 
b 9X+1 = 1, we can produce a spanning set for 12kf 2’n+Z as a vector space. 
Therefore (b) is also established. 1 
Combining 3.5 and 3.7, we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose s is n-Buer. Then IC3”- “” = 0. 
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ProoJ Let (Rij be an rz-stable series for ad(.u). Put ki= 3’- 1, mi= k,,‘l 
(0 d id n). Note that 1~; + nzi + 1 = 171; + r. We will show, by induction on i, 
that 
y . I’“!, ,y . Ik’ c_ Ri (Odi<H). (5) 
Indeed, assuming (5), we get (using 3.5) 
J ..f( Zkt, I”“), .x . g( Z”‘, P. Pt I? E R;, 1 (6) 
But, by 3.7, ,f(I”: ,,,I) = Jk~+“~+ ‘ = J”‘;+L~ while g(I”‘, J17l1, I’“‘: Ikl) = 
JZk, f 2w f 2 = p,, , = I”‘+‘. Substitution in (6) completes the induction. The 
conclusion now follows at once. 1 
On the other hand, Proposition 2.8 shows that I is not nilpotent. This 
leads to the desired contradiction, which terminates the proof. 
Theorem B shows that, in characteristic 3, KG is BB iff it is Lie-soluble 
and n-Engel for some n (in fact, this also holds in odd characteristic). The 
group-theoretical characterization is given by: 
THEOREM B'. Supposr char(R) = 2, and let G be any group. Then KG is 
BB iJ” G is a nilpotent group possessing a ‘-abelian subgroup of indeex c?t 
most 2, and G/Z(G) is a 2-group of.finiie esponerzi. 
Again, a quantitative version is available. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
Theorems A and B (with Theorem6.l(ii) in [Se, ChapV] for charac- 
teristic 0) show that every BB group algebra is Lie-soluble. It is natural to 
ask, then, whether this remains valid for Lie algebras in general, or, at 
Ieast. for Lie algebras of associative rings. As we shall see immediately, the 
answer is “no,” even for subrings of modular group algebras. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. A non-soluble BB Lie algebra. 
Let KG be as in Example 1.3 with p > 2, and let F= FC(G). Then, G is 
a semi-direct product of the infinite elementary abelian subgroup F and a 
cyclic group (x} of order p. Denote the augmentation ideal of KF by 
d(F), and consider the associative ring (without a unit) 
R= KG A(F)= @ s’ ~ A(F). 
OCi<p 
Note that ap = 0 for all a in A(F). Given 2’ = &si-< (, x’. aiE R, where 
N, E d(F), consider the set S = {a;‘:0 < i, jc p ] C ,1(F). Since every element 
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a of S satisfies up= 0 and IS/ 6 p’, we clearly have s” = 0, where 
“=l+(p-1)~“. But S.KG=KG.S. Therefore (S.KG)“=s”.KG=O. 
Note that S. KG is a (two-sided) ideal of KG containing JJ. We cqnclude 
that 
(KGyKG)" = 0 for all y E R. (7) 
This implies that every JJE R is n-Baer in KG. In particular, R is BB. But, 
since KG/R z K(x) is commutative, R cannot be Lie-soluble (otherwise 
KG would have been Lie-soluble). Finally, if we want R to have a unit, we 
may replace it with K. 1 + R( s KG). 
Note that, if p = 2, then KG (and hence R j is Lie-soluble. However, it is 
fairly easy to construct examples in this case, say, with (G :F) = 4. 
Passing to groups of units, we obtain the following: 
EXAMPLE 4.2. A non-soluble p-group, which is a union of normal 
nilpotent subgroups of bounded class. 
Let R, n be as in 4.1 (where 1 $ Rj. Consider the multiplicative group 
H= 1 + R, as a subgroup of U(KG) (the group of units of KG). Since y”= 0 
for all y in R, H is a p-group of exponent <p3. Using (7), one may easily 
verify that every 12 in H generates a nilpotent normal subgroup, of class less 
then 11. Yet, since U(KG) is non-soluble (see [Ba, BK] for a complete 
characterization of group algebras with a soluble unit group) and 
U(KG)/H is abelian: H itself is non-soluble. 
Note that H is locally finite. Moreover, given hi, . . . . /Z~E H, consider the 
normal subgroup generated by them. It is the product of the normal sub- 
groups generated by each hi, and therefore its class is bounded by d(n - 1 j. 
Since H has a finite exponent, we readily obtain the following property: 
If L is any subgroup of H with dgenerators, then L is a p-group 
of order <f(d, p), for some fixed functionj (8) 
This property plays a significant role in our last construction, dealing with 
the group-theoretical version of the Engel condition. Recall that a Baer 
group is a group in which every element (i.e., every cyclic subgroup) is sub- 
normal. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. An n-Engel locally nilpotent group, which is not a Baer 
group. 
Let H be as in 4.2, and consider the wreath product M= H wr(x), 
where (x) r C,. Obviously, n also satisfies (8) (with another function.) 
In particular, M is locally nilpotent and n-E.ngel for some rz (apply (8) with 
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d= 2). However, we will show that M is not a Baer group. Otherwise, take 
a finite stable sequence for ad(.u), say M= B, D B, D ... D B,,, = 1. Then, 
since ( M, X) c B 1 ~ we clearly have 
(I?--‘, 12, 1, . . . . l)EB, 
p-2 
for all 12 E H (we identify H +i with 
Hx Hx ... x H). 
But B, is normal in B,. Therefore, by conjugation with (1, k, 1, . . . . 1) and 
multiplying by (h”, (hk) -I, 1, . . . . 1) we obtain 
((h, k). 1, . . . . 1)~ B,. 
n-1 
This shows that (H’)<“? E B, . If the same argument is followed inductively 
it follows that (H”))c-‘) c Bi for all 0 <i< rlz, where H”’ is the derived 
series of H. Substituting i = nz, we conclude that H is soluble, a contradic- 
tion. Therefore M is not a Baer group. 
This construction provides an answer to a problem raised by Plotkin, on 
the existence of a locally nilpotent left Engel group which is not a Baer 
group [Pl, Chap. V, Sect. 4, Subsection 21 (see also [Ku, Sect. D.26, 
Subsection 41). It also shows that the normal closure of an element x 
in an n-Engel group need not be (n - 1 )-&gel (otherwise, repeating this 
argument, it would follow that s is sub-normal). We note that, since the 
non-soluble group built by Razmyslov in [Ra] also satisfies (8), it can be 
used instead of H in the construction of M. 
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